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About This Content
Crowntakers – Undead Undertakings leads you into the land of the living dead. Explore the sinister depths of the Necropolis
where death and decay have left their foul footprints. Battle the horrors risen from their graves like zombies, skeletons and
vampires, lead your fellow mercenaries to victory and back to sunnier climes.
Features:

A brand-new powerful mercenary joins the cast: Malda, the Druid, can take a fair bit of damage but also deal some back
in return; attack your foes by sacrificing health, and regain it by absorbing their attacks.
Solve the mysteries of your fellow companions by completing each mercenary’s personal quest to awaken their full
potential.
12 special items empower your mercenaries with unforeseen abilities; equip Zoe’s diary or Melic’s loaded dice and go allout.
Travel through the unknown lands of the Necropolis, battle undead enemies like zombies, skeletons, and the realm’s
dreadful boss.
15 additional achievements put your skills to the test.
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Publisher:
Kasedo Games
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Hm. Didn't they promise...I dunno? MV support? Hm. Oh look at that. I could BUY, for 20 bucks more, ANOTHER program
with MV support.
You money grabbing jerks.. The Biker Heists aren't what I expected at all, I was kinda expecting a heist for us to wipe out all
the Overkill MCs (The Bike Gang) and their connections, kinda like what happened with Hotline Miami, however I was wrong
and we got a fetch quest for Day 1 and a straight line for Day 2.
Day 1 takes place at a biker club, where Rust's friend is being beaten up, you have to rescue him and get Rust's bike repaired by
doing objectives and defending Rust's friend, like obtaining the seat, the chrome skull on the front, or have Rust's friend take
parts of other bikes, then at the end you drive the bikes to the escape.
It's a very simple Day, it's sort of like a loud version of Car Shop, a bit of waiting and a massive dash to the exit.
Day 2 takes place on a train where you have to steal a important headset for Bain, pretty much you run a straight line, kill cops
and Overkill MCs too, and a boss at the end, then you rush back to the chopper. Very lackluster and a let down of a Day 2, I
mean imagine you had to kill the Commisar in Hotline Miami and the heist lasted under 5 mins with no build up or a russian
idiot taunting you, that's this heist.
However Day 2 adds 2 very intresting things, the first thing being cars which drive aside the train, these contain cops that attack
you, and you can shoot at them including the driver to send the car flying to it's death!
However the coolest thing is the Chopper with a turret, seriously it's awesome to fight against and I will love to see it again
someday.
The heists overall are ok, they could be improved in many areas, but they are fun in the end.
The new throwable is just a faster firing Javalin, and I don't really find a use for them besides just feeling badass while using
them, it's handy though to kill a Cloaker while your out of ammo in your guns, plus it feels badass to use this in stealth too.
The CR SMG is a sidegrade to the Krinkov SMG, when you build them in a simlar way, they will have simlar stats except some
stats are different, for an example my SMGs are built for pure damage, the Krink has higher threat and accuracy, while the CR
has a higher fire rate, overall it has very high damage by default and low ammo by default, and it works pretty well with the
Breaker 12G from the character pack.
Now here is my biggest issue... the bikes themselves...
In Day 1 you drive the bikes to the escape... AND THEY SOUND NOTHING LIKE A HARLEY DAVIDSON!
In the Trailer they used a Harley, and ingame while not Harley's, their names are a parody of them, so when I first saw these, I
thought "They better sound like them, I mean come on! All the vehicles in the game so far sound brillant!"
The bikes sound horrible until you build up quite some speed, and even then they sound decent, THAT'S NOT HOW A
HARLEY WORKS!
HERE IS WHAT HARLEY SOUNDS LIKE!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9YcQx3M3gvI
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2zW3XzDy_D8
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yALPfx8jr9U
See Harleys are supposed to be monsterously loud all the way through, and the bikes in this heist fail at this too much.
Long ago my father owned 3 Harleys, he owned a Black Fat Boy, a Blue Electra Glide and a 1942 Flathead, all 3 of these bikes
were monsterous, they were loud, they would wake up the entire neighbourhood, and they were all awesome, when I was
younger he would take me out to a Milk Bar with his Electra Glide and oh my god it was amazing, the noise, the views and I just
felt so badass!
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I was hoping these bikes would give me those happy memories again... sadly they didn't and the bikes aren't Harleys, Overkill
you seriously disapointed me with the bikes.
The masks are alright, a lot more stronger then previous masks we have got as DLC.
Achievements are a nice mix of easy and challenging, however 2 of them relay on RNG which I don't like at all.
Overall wait for a sale, this heist could be much more better, but as it is it's a lot of fun, but could be improved a lot, and the
weapons while good, could be better too.. Not a bad teaching program at all. Text and sound are very clear and its guided with
screenshots.
Only thing i would have seen different, saving on the topic where you last left, and sound controls for the voice so i dont have to
lower it myself in the windows mixer.. Great escape game with hard puzzles . You'll get really proud of yourself for solving
them.. Suprisingly fun and addictive game! And extremely underrated (edited). I have no clue how this game is not more
popular.
+ Amazing atmosphere
+ Fun gameplay
+ Sweet RPG elements
+ Masterful soundtrack
- AI is a bit lacking. NO - Load of Rubbish, waste of money, doesn't work and the fix is far from helpful.
Don't buy it. Very fun game!! It is an indy game of great quality and a very fun gameplay, very recommended!!. You will lose
some hours playing this game! this game isn't for the casual R.T.S. players either so dont expect to play your first time and think
its going to be a stroll in the park. but the experience is always enjoyable and fun and most importantly its always different each
play through. 8/10. Calling this game unplayable would be complimenting it. Looks way better in Rivals than in Brawlhalla.
Then again, Brawlhalla is garbage.
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A stunning little Indie Arcade game with nice Pixel graphics in Retro setting
The game itself plays as those old Arkanoid/ Brick Breaker games where we had the bar that we moved left and right to keep
the ball above the screen, this one is slightly fast with tons of mechanics that this game has to offer.
The graphics are done beautifully for the game, any pixel lover will love what they've done here, the game looks good, feels
good and is a pleasure to look at.
There is a funny yet ridiculous lot behind the game, a showdown between Death and the Thief Dracula, the story may not be all
that deep but it plays off well with the game itself.
The game offers several things we don't usually find in these game types, enemies within the levels, boss fights, we don't always
have to break every brick to progress, but instead make a exit large enough to move on, so the game offers quite a few new
things that's pretty neat.
The game has a few small issues, but nothing worth game breaking, as it is this game can be thoroughly enjoyed. getting it on
sale is preferred here though.
. This game's art and visuals are stunning, the soundtrack is amazing, gave me chills at some points, and overall this game was
interesting to play, very well done. It was great!. Not a terrible game, but really could use some changes.
The bullets have travel time, drop off, and even wind to change their trajectory! That's quite impressive! It feels GOOD to
carefully aim a shot, and pick off your target at an insane distance. The physics is certainly a amazing part of this game.
On the downside, the guns feel wrong to me. Placing both hands on the gun causes the scope to jump to somewhere in my
prefrontal cortex. A real shame, as it does stabalize the gun quite a bit, and would really help with aiming!
The act of having to walk outside, pick up a gun, pick up a scope, attach the scope, walk back inside, and then finally shoot the
miniature inside to start a misson is tedius and annoying. While this could be great to replay a mision, showing where the whole
story fits together in hindsight, it's annoying the first time though. Even just having a larger doorway so I could shoot the
miniature from a distance (like a sniper) would make it more fluid.
On the topic of missions, they are varied and unique. Each seems to throw some new challanges at you, and make you work
towards the goal. Really, the missions are great. The pre-mission briefing is not great. The large wall of images and text is the
sort of thing I'd expect from a game like this, and even looks great, but the 3D model of the scene on a table infront of you is a
very nice tough. Don't just imagine it, or go in cold turkey, but REALLY take a second to look it over! Now if it was remotely
acurate to the actual mission it'd be perfect.
Almost feeling like a "the plan never survives first contact" sort of thing, the 3D model is the only real information we have and
it's often totally wrong. Two snipers up here, but there is really only one. Guards in this area, but also three other areas we
haven't marked! It's frustrating and really ends up with the "try it, mess up, improve plan" method that would be there without it.
Also, the goals and progress of a mission can't be tracked during it. There's 16 targets in this mission, and I hope you were
keeping count. In the middle of the intest fire fight. With bullets flying past your head. (Also a nice touch.) This could be as
simple as a progress meter, or a x\/x targets left.
A few changes could make this game go from OK to epic rather quickly, but it just isn't there yet. If you can stand the
occasional frustration, it's certainly worth playing.. This game looks really good for something that is free but unfortunately at
this point in time its not compatible with the latest AMD drivers.
UPDATE (6/08/2014): Because the issue lies with AMD and not with the game itself I'd say give the game a go. I still can't
write a good review nor reccomend the game since I can't play it. Good luck to the developers and if this issue is ever fixed I'll
certainly try this out.
- I'll post a better review if they ever get the game working with the AMD drivers. I LOVE this game. Graphics are great. Levels
are fun. If you are streaming, your chat can interact with your game. It also has co-op. I would absolutely recommend this game
to anyone who enjoys having fun with their viewer or playing with friends.. This is a game that attempts to do a lot of important
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and related things all at once. For the most part, it does so. Just trying puts it into the circle of the elites, but D\u00e0nm\u00f9
Y\u012bnyu\u00e8hu\u00ec dares to edge out its contemporaries.
The 3D modeling could be better, I guess. The English script could use some work, and I'm sure the Japanese one could too. I
think an attack or two might be too easy or too hard for where it's fought. There's a certain thread to the overall game design
that I disagree with, but very few others do.
As you can see, finding real issues with the game is an exercise in grasping at straws. Particularly, the flimsy kind that tear far
too easily. Buy D\u00e0nm\u00f9 Y\u012bnyu\u00e8hu\u00ec at full price ($9.99!), please.
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